
See Me At Your Own Incontinence

 After what felt to be the thousandth classroom observation inside a frighteningly 
destabilized building where old-school foundations had lost steady ground to the whirling vortex 
of reform – always susceptible to yet another bludgeoning from the Whack-A-Mole mallet, I 
received an evaluative email from Ms. Hart.

Ah, Ms. Hart.
That very small, very defensive, and very, very unappealing woman.  
That woman who, absolutely and indisputably?

	
 Was our school’s Whack-A-Mole champion. 
Creating the illusion of a collaborative interest, Ms. Hart’s assessments typically began 

with a short list of compliments.  All too soon, however, compliment turned to complaint; 
complaint which then followed complaint which followed complaint.  

For Ms. Hart?
An unhappy criticism was pretty much a done deal.  
Having entered our school as a buddy hire, Ms. Hart worked intimately with our 

building's most recently installed fixer principal – a man well trained in the theory that all 
teachers employed inside low-scoring buildings were undoubtedly and inexcusably bad.  His 
latest powerfully-paid position had, in fact, been offered to him with explicit instructions: Isolate, 
negatively evaluate, and dramatically rid both the school and our district of unwanted teachers.  

(Oh, you know, that modern-day store of bad teachers:  
Teachers who spoke up. 
Teachers who showed resistance. 
Teachers who, oh my, openly voiced opinions.)
To realize this mandate, our newest “fixer” principal had quickly separated himself and 

our years-old institution from any of those sticky complications attached to a traditionally 
collaborative old-school management.  Acting to then assertively fill his newly-vacated 
administrative seats, he had brought in his own supply of shockingly young assistants – 
administrative adjuncts so greenly untested that they never thought to question his defensive 
string of belligerently delivered, if endlessly shifting, commands.*  

Being, thus, an administratively deployed bent-on-bad-teacher-elimination hire?
Ms. Hart could not, actually, be pleased.  
(Oh, come now.  You simply couldn’t purge a school of resistantly opinionated, student-

protective teachers by being pleased.)  In her latest email, Ms. Hart took pains to point out that, 
once again, I had taken it upon myself to directly instruct my students.  Students, she lamented at 
length?  Who had not been convened into the more modern-day magical formation of groups: 
that miracle-inducing configuration where, presumably, they could instruct themselves.
            I just didn’t get it.  
	
 How Ms. Hart and the literally dozens of reformers she represented could so repeatedly 
and adamantly promote the idea that low-income, too-often-transient, too-often-sporadically-
attending children came to school somehow imbued with all prerequisite academic information 
and could, therefore – oh, but wasn’t this a popular theory – simply forego an explicit teacher-
based instruction.  That old-school boring, contiguously daily instruction which so obviously got 
in the way of more visibly impressive innovator dreams.



Feeling trapped inside the web of Ms. Hart’s bewildering demands; stymied by the whine 
of what felt to be her fully illogical complaint – my eyes were drawn to a handful of words 
which had been attached to the bottom of the email: 

“Please see me,” an appended comment read, “at your own incontinence.”
Coming as it did from this endlessly dissatisfied woman – this unhappy adjunct who, 

hiding a yawning lack of experience along with her glaring inability to connect with others 
behind what was erroneously labeled as an “evaluation” in modern days, thought it necessary to 
invasively and unendingly micro-manage: 

Well, actually?
It felt a rational directive.  
Watch out, the insider joke held.  
It won’t be long before, not only orchestrating every move in the classroom?  Ms. Hart 

will be telling employees exactly where and when to urinate, up to and including the immovably 
scheduled assignment of specific restroom stalls.

 
*One of the more debilitating elements attached to a Big Money reform has been its ability to demand “specialists” 
“coaches” and “evaluators” where a long-term-experienced and truly capable personnel do not exist, thus allowing 
the district to fill reform-mandated/fully-financed position after reform-mandated/fully-financed position with an 
endless flow of minimally prepared greenhorns. “It just doesn’t make any sense,” observed a peer. “Why do they 
think it is logical to always be putting the conscripts in charge of the war?” 


